




















 
 

Annexure - 1 

Clarity required on various provisions 

 

The draft regulation is complex and there are many provisions which need ample clarity, 

for us to give clear comments to the same. Many of such areas requiring clarifications 

are given as follows:    

 

a) Inferred consent: We require clarity as to in which scenarios it is applicable & 

how it is to be defined which can get practically implementable. It is critical to 

have a clear definition along with samples. The present definition provided is 

subjective and is liable to exploitation by TMs, as is the case with consent today. 

 

b) Content Templates: It is not practical to build content templates for all 

messages, even for promotional messages for non-DND. Content templates 

should only be applicable for transactional messages in certain defined 

industries/use cases. Need to know clearly as to in which cases content template 

is needed. 

 

c) Also approval of consent templates by end recipient at the time of registering 

consent is not possible [Schedule-I, 4.(2)(b)], because under each header there 

could be several forms of transactional messages – e.g. For an Airline company, 

flight details, delay information, list of prohibited items on board, information to 

reach airport at designated time etc.  Today ALL these items go as different 

service/transactional sms to any customer for a single flight. If we assume ticket 

booking as inferred consent, as per current draft we will have to inform the 

customer of each of these! (this ‘informing’ process may be viewed as more 

spam!) 

 

d) How will migration work? 

 

e) If prefix & suffix is required in each SMS [Schedule-I,6.(1)], we see minimum 65-

100 characters of available 140 characters being used in this itself. Unviable for: 

o Senders as it will leave no space for actual message content 

o Senders as it will automatically double their cost if it is sent as 2 or more 

messages 

o Receivers of basic handsets where long messages / more than 140 

characters appears broken/incomplete. 

 

f) The regulation does not specify any basis to identify the usage of Telephone 

number harvesting software. Request clarity. 

 

g) Clarity on provisions related to Silent/Missed calls 

 



 
 

h) There are lakhs of SMS headers allotted/registered with TSPs systems. How is 

consent and migration being planned without disruption and inconvenience to 

consumers. 

 

i) How the Header registration for these lakhs of headers and huge number of 

entities, proposed to be carried out? It will be a mammoth task considering 

documents pre-check sought, which are clearly manual steps. Clear on-boarding 

steps not prescribed in the draft regulation. 

 

j) Further, check of well-known brands etc. has been sought during header 

registration. It is unclear as to how this is to be done considering there is no list of 

well-known brands and their holding entities, available with TSPs.  

 

k) Various regulations in the draft regulation have ambiguity in timelines and are 

contrary like regulation 11 and 12, regulation 10 and 8 etc. 

 

l) The draft Regulation proposes that TSPs to submit Code of Practice to TRAI. 

Also, TRAI can provide changes if required in a TSPs CoP as well as can 

prescribe standard CoP in case a TSP does not submit a CoP. Further, TRAI 

proposes provisions for imposition of financial disincentive in case CoP is not 

followed. After having ensured a CoP from TSPs as per TRAI’s regulation and 

compliance to its provisions, it is improper and not tenable, to have provisions of 

financial disincentive on TSPs for UCC. It clearly shows that even TRAI is not 

sure that the proposed regulation and CoPs formed under it, would be able to 

stop UCC. 

 

m) The complaint handling mechanism stipulates that the complaints should be 

shared by TAP with OAPs on a real time basis. It is not clear as to how this will 

be possible considering the check of OAP can be done only after availability of 

CDRs, which happens after a considerable time lag. 

 

n) Two-way / Interactive Messaging – This feature is enabled under the existing 

TCCCPR framework based on execution of a standard form agreement 

(Schedule VII). The Draft Regulations should provide clarity on this issue by 

permitting two-way messaging for transactional message sending entities. We 

also request that the TRAI provide clarity in relation to existing allocated headers 

under Schedule VII (such as 5-level short codes) and whether the same will be 

retained under the new system proposed under the draft Regulations. Two-way 

messaging is critical requirement to enable interactive messaging based services 

and an enabling provision must be retained for the business continuity. 

 

 

*** 


